AN ANALYSIS OF CHINESE CHARACTERS’ WRITING
ERRORS AND EXPLORATION OF CHINESE
CHARACTERS TEACHING STRATEGIES
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Abstract: In the process of teaching Chinese as a foreign language, teaching
Chinese characters plays an important role. Teaching Chinese without Chinese
characters would make it difficult for foreign students to enter the advanced
level in the process of learning Chinese. Foreign students often make writing
errors in the process of Chinese character learning. According to Corder’s error
analysis theory, this paper summarizes the types of Chinese writing errors that
foreign students tend to make in the process of learning Chinese characters. It
puts forward effective and novel Chinese character teaching methods and strategies in order to improve the efficiency of foreign students’ learning Chinese
characters and their ability to use Chinese characters flexibly.
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I. THEORETICAL BASIS
Interlanguage Theory
The establishment of the theory of interlanguage is marked by the
paper “Interlanguage” published by Selinker in 1972. The interlanguage refers
to an incorrect induction and deduction of the law of the target language in
the process of learning by foreign language learners. The language system,
which is different from the learner’s native language and different from the
target language he has learned. The generation of interlanguage is the result of
many factors. The source of interlanguage is mainly the transfer of language,
the over-generalization of language rules, the transfer of language training,
learning strategies and communication strategies. Interlanguage theory is the
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theoretical basis for predicting, interpreting and analyzing the bias of second
language learners.

Error Analysis Theory
Pit Corder proposed a bias analysis method. The bias is a kind of regular
error caused by the poor grasp of the target language. It deviates from the
orbit of the target language and reflects the speaker’s language ability and level.
Corder believes that learners’ bias in second language learning can reflect the
state of interlanguage, which changes the previous negative attitude towards
students’ language bias and makes language bias as an important breakthrough
in second language acquisition.

Word Theory
The “Character Standard” was first proposed by Guo Shaoyu in the
article “The Elasticity of Chinese Words” in 1938. Later, Xu Tongqiang’s “wordbased” viewpoint mainly included that the word is the most important and
basic structural unit in Chinese studies: the intersection of speech semantics,
vocabulary and grammar.
On the basis of the above theories, this paper summarizes the main types
of errors in learners’ Chinese writing according to the practice in the process
of teaching Chinese as a foreign language, and provides some practical and
interesting teaching methods. Overcoming the obstacles and difficulties in the
process have a certain practical effect.

II. THE MAIN TYPE OF CHINESE CHARACTER ERRORS
1. The Errors in Strokes
(1) The location of the point is not clear
The students often miss or write wrong when they are writing the stroke
“point” (丶). For example, “家”, “病”, “这”, “没”, “房”, “零”, “热”, “鸡”, “饭”, “ 篮 ”,
“ 漂 ”， the stroke “point ( 丶 )” in these characters have the wrong location.
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(2) Strokes are incomplete
In the character “瘦” of the student’s “竖（丨）” is missing, in the
character “条” of the “竖钩（亅）” is not written, and in the character “五”
“横折（ㄱ）” is not written. The "橫（—）" is missing in the word "踢" and “好“.
The “竖
（丨）
” of the word “坐” is incomplete.

(3) Strokes are changed randomly
The “竖折” direction of the word “忙” is reversed, the “竖钩 (亅)” of
the word “ 行 “ connects the two horizontal lines above, and for the word “意 ”
, “ 日 ”in the middle is written as “ 田 ”, for “ 间 ” ， “日 ” inside is written as
“ 目”, the “ 西” part of the word “ 要” has been deformed and a little more is
added, the word “有” has been written with three “横（一）”, and the word “
送 ” has been added one more “ 撇 丿 ”. “The word “己 ” is written as “已”.

2. The errors in Radicals
Because foreign students are not familiar with the structural characteristics
of Chinese characters, they will write Chinese characters like drawing pictures
during the writing process. It is difficult to notice the phonological function of
the Chinese character’s radical parts. It is easy for the learner to remember only
half of the words, miss the radicals and parts of the Chinese characters or add
the modified parts. Students have no concept of square Chinese characters, and
they are in lack of mastery of the pronunciation function of Chinese characters.
The pronunciation and shape of the words are indistinguishable for them. They
cannot flexibly summarize the writing rules. The memory of Chinese characters is mainly based on rote memorization and lack of special items.
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It is a normal phenomenon that foreign students write Chinese characters
missing radicals or some components.“ 告 诉 ”is written as “告斥”；
“饭馆”is written as“饭官”；“教室”is written as“孝室”；“星
期”is written as“星其”；“牛奶”is written as“牛乃”；“睡觉”is
written as“垂觉”.

3. The errors in Structure
The structure of Chinese characters is complex and diverse. It is often easy
for students to misplace the structure of Chinese characters. For example, “开”,
“题” and “厨房” are written as left-right structures, and the half-enclosure
“可” is written as a left and right structure, and the top-bottom structures
like the character “多” is written into the left-right structure. And the singlecharacter “业” is written as a left-right structure.
Students do not understand that the parts and structures of Chinese
characters will be biased due to subtle changes in position, which has a lot to
do with the students’ inability to understand the strokes of Chinese characters.
The students do not understand the universal rules of Chinese characters from
left to right and from top to bottom. They often write up and down without any
rules, resulting in loose, wrong and somewhat strange Chinese characters.
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4. M
 ix the Chinese characters with the similar pronunciation or

shape

There are many Chinese characters that are very similar and close
with pronunciation and shape like “ 有-友”“ 午– 牛”etc. And it is difficult
for students to notice the subtle differences between these Chinese characters when writing. For example, the “非” is written as “coffee 啡”，”弟
弟” is written as “ 第第”, and “ 厘米” is written as “ 里米”. There are many
homonyms and near-sound Chinese characters. Students write “地” and “
的” as “得”, “数学” as “书学”, “怎么样” as “怎么羊”, and “商店” as “上店”.
“下午” is written as “下牛” and so on. Therefore, in the process of Chinese
character teaching, Chinese teachers need to improve their sensitivity to
near-word and homophone, and analyze and distinguish them in a timely
and effective manner so that students can master them.

III. THE OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES AND METHODS OF
CHINESE CHARACTERS TEACHING FOR FOREIGNERS
The most important point is optimizing Chinese characters teaching
methods and mobilizing students’ interest in learning Chinese characters.
Reasonable, diverse, lively and effective Chinese character teaching methods
play an important role in the practice of Chinese characters teaching. Teachers
should actively design interesting classroom activities in Chinese character
teaching to attract students’ attention to the Chinese character teaching
situation.

1. Use pictures to import Chinese characters
The Chinese character is a combination of sound and meaning. In Chinese
character teaching, the introduction of the word source allows students to
understand the word-making method, which will reduce the fear of Chinese
characters. The pictogram is a pictorial text, which means that the word
is added on the basis of the pictograph to express the abstract meaning. The
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ideogram and the vocabulary are combined characters. In the teaching process,
the picture can be displayed and the regular induction can be explained.
Show students the pictograph of Chinese characters or pictures of
Chinese characters, let students remember Chinese characters, for some simple
Chinese characters teachers may ask the students to write, and improve the selfconfidence of students’ Chinese characters learning. The picture method can
also be used in the teaching of the word. For example, the word “ 刃 ” adds a
little point to mean the blade on the basis of the character “刀”. The word “灭”
adds a “横 (一)” to the word “火” to indicate the meaning of extinction. In the
initial stage, for the associative compound character such as “看”, “好”, “明”, “
休”, etc., we can also use pictures to introduce the meaning. And the phonetic
compound characters are the most abundant types of Chinese characters. The
writing forms of Chinese characters are similar, the pronunciation is similar,
and it is easy for foreign students to find rules. Students can accept easily.
For example, “元”, “远” “院”, “园”, students can learn them according to the
current level to summarize and compare the rules and differences.

2. Competition of looking for Chinese characters
Teachers can add some new Chinese characters to the original Chinese
characters, divide the students into multiple groups, and select one student in
each group to participate in the competition to improve the participation of
the students. The most common method used in the my teaching process is to
hide Chinese characters in its near-words, and let the students look for similar
words such as “木 – 本”, “吃 – 汽”, “妈 – 奶”, “钱 – 我”, etc.
3. “Grab” word card game
The students are divided into two columns: A, B, and two groups. The
Chinese characters are affixed to the whiteboard. The teacher or other students
can read the Chinese characters arbitrarily. The two students in the first place
rob the card first, and finally grab the card. The group with more word cards
and higher accuracy is the winning group.

4. Find Chinese character in coordinates
The teacher can give the students a coordinate Chinese character table
and give some numerical coordinates. They are required to find the Chinese
characters according to the numerical coordinates. While practicing the
Chinese characters, they also enhance the students’ understanding of the digital
reading.
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5. Chinese character Solitaire
Groups A and B participate in the activity, and each group has two people,
and is given a pen. The teacher says a word, each student can only draw one
painting at a time, and then let another student in the group draw a picture. The
group that completes the task accurately first, wins the competition.

6. Match the components to complete the Chinese characters
Split the radicals of a Chinese character into two parts and ask the
students to group them correctly. The team that finishes the task first, wins the
competition.

IV. CONCLUSION
The discovery of Chinese character teaching problems and the promotion
and optimization of teaching strategies are not achieved overnight. Chinese
teachers should pay attention to cultivating students’ awareness of Chinese
characters in the practice of Chinese characters teaching. They should not
rely on Chinese Pinyin. They should mainitain the sensitivity to teaching the
Chinese characters at all times, with varied Chinese character teaching methods.
The Chinese character teaching design should be fully reasonable, interesting,
and the teacher should timely correct and feedback students' errors back to
the students.We must strictly demand students to raise a good habit to write
Chinese characters and find a breakthrough in Chinese character teaching.
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